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Context: 

This level takes place in the Combine Tower. It consists of four upper level floors 

and an outdoor hangar that overlooks city 17. The narrative is centered around a 

virus that has been spreading through city and turning civilians into zombies. As 

such the Combine have quarantined the city, any patrol within city limits was 

trapped there leading to confrontations between those patrols and civilians. Fearing 

their own demise the civilians and trapped soldiers came to an agreement; they 

would riot and break into the tower. With the soldier’s back up and armaments 

they would mount a full-scale attack. 

 The player takes control of Josh Veerdan, a ruthless and tactile merc noticed 

by the Combine for his superior talents. The Combine went to great lengths to 

capture him and have now offered to make him a soldier for a hefty amount of 

money. As such the player starts out on the fourteenth floor of the Combine Tower 

talking to an HR representative.  

Objectives: 

Fight your way to the hangar and escape via helicopter 

 -clear the debris to open up the stairs (14
th
 floor) 

 -find the crowbar to break the makeshift barriers around the elevator (13
th
   

floor) 

-save or kill the Combine scientist (13
th
 floor) 

-set the hostage free or use them as bait to sneak by the rioters (12
th
 floor) 

- (optional) destroy every seat in the theater to unlock a secret weapon (12
th

 

floor) 

- (optional) raid the armory (11
th

 floor) 
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- (optional) use the dune buggy to wipe out the remaining rioters (Hangar) 

-Kill the riot leader (Hangar) 

- (optional) kill the combine leader (Hangar) 

-Enter the helicopter and escape (Hangar) 

 

Gather new weaponry to make combat easier 

 -crowbar (needed) 

 -pistol (starting weapon/dropped by enemies) 

 -gravity gun (optional) 

 -357 magnum (optional) 

 -shotgun (dropped by enemies) 

 -RPG (optional) 

 -secret weapon (easter egg/optional) 

 -grenades (optional) 

 

Kill rioters and zombies (optionally combine) 

 -civilians (various health/armor) 

 -combine soldiers (optional) 

 -zombies (infrequent and easy to take down) 

 -riot leader (civilian with upped armor and elite soldier stats) 

 -combine leader (an elite soldier variant with a lot of health) 
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Mood: 

Frantic and fast paced. The building that was initially a calm and serene 

environment has just been torn in two with constant fighting creating a hectic 

environment filled with chaos. The player should feel some resemblance of 

pressure and fear. 

Difficulty: 

Most of the areas are enemy dense with brief cooldown/exploration focused rooms. 

Combat is primarily going to follow the original Halo rule with 30 seconds in 

combat, 30 seconds out of it. Hostage situation is meant to be more tense than 

anything, with the decision to save the hostage adding initial difficulty, but making 

it easier later on as they’ll become a companion. 

Estimated Play time: 26-35 minutes 

Major Areas (By Floor): 

Floor 14, The Office: 

 

                         =  Golden Path                                     = Exploration Driven Path 
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Walkthrough: 

The player starts out with both the suit and a pistol. They are initially with 

the HR rep talking about what they’ll get by becoming a soldier. The dialogue cuts 

out as explosions are heard from above and commotion is heard in the hallway (1). 

As the player goes to open the door a creaking noise starts to come from overhead 

and it can clearly be seen that the ceiling is ripping apart. After a few seconds it 

collapses completely and the floor begins to shake. Where the ceiling was 

originally is now a huge hole showing a rainy skybox (2).  

The player during this time can move around normally, but if they go 

towards the kitchen they’ll see rioters kill a combine soldier and turn towards them 

(there will also be another combine soldier helping you out, although they will be 

targeted first and die quickly), initiating combat (3). Those rioters will both be 

carrying grenades. Coming out of the office the player will see the door to the 

stairs blocked by rubble. That rubble can be destroyed if it takes enough damage 
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(4). The grenades will immediately destroy it otherwise the player will have to 

waste bullets. If they run low on bullets there are a couple ammo drops they can 

find if they explore. Once the rubble is destroyed they can continue to the next 

floor. Estimated play time: 6-8 minutes 

Atmosphere: 

 This area is brightly lit with one or two lights that have been shot out. The 

recent commotion has broken many objects making the once clean office seem 

disorganized. Some plant life scatters the area, some of the holders have been 

broken in the recent commotion. Dead workers are scattered throughout, with the 

ones further away from the fighting cowering in corners.  

Architecture: 

This resembles a modern day office with plaster edging and pillars acting as 

structural support. Due to the support type the beams have the same texture so as to 

blend in/seem more natural. Ideally the walls will be a creamy color with a low and 

dark trim so as to look better against the type of props that will be here. To fit with 

the office aesthetic the layout is a little blockier than normal with less curvature 

overall. 

Reference: 
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Pick ups: 

-pistol ammo x2 

-health pickup (accidentally layered over it but it’s in the bathroom) 

Asset List (with prop type): 

-desk (static) 

-toilet (static) 

-sink (static) 

-railing (static) 

-couch (static) 

-vending machine (static) 

-cabinet (static) 

-bookshelf (static) 

-computer (physics) 

-keyboard (physics) 

-plant (physics/debris) 

-table (physics) 

-chairs (physics) 

-trashcan (physics) 

-door (rotating) 

Actors: 

-6 rioters (hate player & workers) 
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-14 office workers (neutral) 

-2 combine soldiers (neutral to player) 

 

Floor 13, Medbay and Locker Room: 

                       =  Golden Path                                = Exploration Driven Path 
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Walkthrough: 

The player comes down the stairs and notices everything is a little too quiet. 

At this point the player can either go down the hall or into the medbay. If they go 

directly into the medbay they’ll run into a lone rioter searching the room behind 

the desk (5). As soon as gunshots are fired or if the player runs further into the 

medbay it will trigger the three rioters to go to the player. The rioters won’t 

immediately be hostile though. They’ll ask the player to get inside the doctor’s 

office and kill the woman there (6). 

 If the player shoots the rioters or leaves the medbay the rioters will become 

hostile and if the player kills the woman the rioters will still become hostile but 

will instead mock you first (7a). If the player saves the woman she’ll tell them that 

there’s a loose tile by one of the showers and if they break it that they’ll find an 

experimental gun (7b). I.e. This is how the player would find the gravity gun. 

Whichever the player decides, they’ll need the crowbar which they’ll find stuck in 

the bars on the window of the doctor’s office. This is primarily meant to show the 

player how they would use the crowbar. After leaving the medbay the player can 

go to the locker room where they’ll find a couple rioters turned zombies and the 

gravity gun if they saved the woman or are just really perceptive (8).  

The player will then make their way down the hall to the glass wall 

overlooking the city and hangar. Here there’ll be 2 rioters, 1 standing over a fallen 

comrade, cursing the combine and the other trying to pin a combine soldier to a 

wall (9). After killing them the player can go to the elevator, break the boards, and 

head down to the barracks (10). Estimated Playtime: 7-9 minutes 

Atmosphere: 

 -The Medbay, this area is brightly lit with light coming from overhead and 

alcove oriented lights. There’s more of a sci-fi vibe here with things being cleaner 

and more reflective. The main signs of a fight are the dead scientists, bullet holes, 

and blood stains. 
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 -The Locker Room, this area resembles a high school locker room just with 

better tech. As such it would give off a somewhat homely vibe if not for the 

blinking lights and dripping water coming from burst pipes. 

Architecture: 

-Medbay, clean and light colored textures that are more reflective. This area 

also has a bit more curvature and sleekness to it. The lights are flatter and more 

emissive. Pillars exist but are more elegant and hidden into the walls. 

-Locker Room, mostly clean, tile based textures with bits of wear at the 

seams. Plaster edging is on most walls and there’s a drain in the middle of the 

room. The showers have water pooling and look slightly dilapidated. 

-Hallways, halls have light cream colored textures with dark edging and are 

accented by dark pillars and carpeted flooring. Lighting structures are primarily 

low hanging lamps. The walls facing the outside are glass showing part of the 

hangar as to keep the objective in the player’s mind 

Reference: 
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Pick ups: 

-crowbar 

-gravity gun 

-shield generator 

-health generator 

-pistol ammo x2 

Asset List (with prop type): 

-desk (static) 

-toilet (static) 

-sink (static) 

-railing (static) 

-showerhead (static) 

-couch (static) 

-lockers (static) 
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-vending machine (static) 

-cabinet (static) 

-bookshelf (static) 

-computer (physics) 

-operating table (physics) 

-keyboard (physics) 

-plant (physics/debris) 

-table (physics) 

-chairs (physics) 

-trashcan (physics) 

-benches (physics) 

-door (rotating) 

-door (sliding) 

Actors: 

-6 rioters 

-1 doctor 

-4 zombies 
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Floor 12, Barracks: 

 

                         =  Golden Path                                = Exploration Driven Path 
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Walkthrough: 

The player gets out of the elevator and immediately sees a rioter standing 

over a dead combine soldier (11). After killing them the player has a few options, 

they can either go down the hall towards some of the dorm style rooms, go into the 

lounge (there’s a light protruding to attract them to go that way), or continue down 

the hall going towards the theater. Ideally they’ll go towards the lounge, where 

they’ll see 3 rioters standing around what looks like a tied up combine soldier. If 

they go in they’ll initiate combat, but they also have the option to just go and sneak 

around exploring the area.  

If the player never saves the soldier they will have to kill the elite combine 

soldier to get the rpg later. If they kill the rioters the hostage will become their ally 

and fight alongside them. Later on the elite soldier will give you the rpg so you can 

get it without killing him (12). Killing the rioters will also alert the 4 zombies in 

the dorm rooms and hall so they’ll begin targeting the player no matter the 

distance. After killing all the enemies the player can explore the dorms (13), rec 

room (14), broken stairwell which requires the gravity gun to unblock and has the 

357 magnum (15), bathrooms where they can heal (16), or the theater where 

destroying all the seats will give you a secret gun and imaginary achievement ‘no 

show’ (17). The player could also make their way towards the next floor where 

they’ll run into a few rioters (18) and go down the stairs to the final floor (19). 

Estimated playtime: 5-10 minutes 

Atmosphere: 

This area is a cross between dorm living and military housing. To emphasize 

this it’s brightly lit, besides the few rooms where the lights have been shot out. In 

some of those rooms there’s god rays coming in through the windows or tvs 

emitting soft light. Blood seeping from beneath doors is meant to strike fear in and 

alert players. Hallways split the area making it seem a bit more maze like and 

adding to the player’s sense of danger. 
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Architecture: 

The architecture here resembles Champlain’s dorms, primarily Juniper, so a theme 

of red and white with some hardwood mixed in. Support beams stand out and are 

thicker here. The outer halls are carpeted, while the other rooms have hardwood, 

and the theater is a sort of stylized concrete. 

Reference: 

 

 

Pick ups: 

-357 magnum 

-gravity gun 

-health generator 

-pistol ammo x2 
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-secret weapon 

Asset List (with prop type): 

-desk (static) 

-toilet (static) 

-sink (static) 

-railing (static) 

-showerhead (static) 

-couch (static) 

-vending machine (static) 

-oven (static) 

-bed (static) 

-microwave (static) 

-bookshelf (static) 

-computer (physics) 

-keyboard (physics) 

-plant (physics/debris) 

-table (physics) 

-chairs (physics) 

-trashcan (physics) 

-benches (physics) 

-door (rotating) 
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Actors: 

-6 rioters 

-1 combine soldier 

-5 zombies 

Floor 11, Armory & Hangar 

 

                =  Golden Path                                = Exploration Driven Path 
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Walkthrough: 

 Coming down the stairs the player can see the body of the quartermaster 

beneath a broken light creating an eerie scene. As they turn the corner to enter the 

armory they come across a couple rioters looting dead combine soldiers (20). After 

dismantling the enemies the player can go into the armory and grab the shotgun, 

pistol ammo, and refill their shields (21). If the player goes to the top they can get 

into the room with the combine leader who has barricaded himself into his office 

(22). If they saved the hostage before he will drop the rpg for the player to use. 

Otherwise the player will have to kill him to obtain it. Killing him will turn any 

remaining combine soldiers hostile, even your ally. The player can also go to the 

back of the hangar and find a dune buggy that looks like it was being repaired (23). 

They will also find a group of rioters trying to fend off a couple zombies 

(presumed to recently infected rioters).  

Meanwhile if they go up the stairs they’ll be on a repair station with a 

broken down helicopter next to which is a dead elite combine soldier holding a 357 

magnum (will either serve as ammo or pick up based on prior exploration). On the 
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other side of the helicopter is a group of rioters using the position as a vantage 

point to shoot at the combine soldiers below (24). Those combine soldiers (there 

are 3 of them) being shot at are currently surrounded by 8 rioters with their leader 

standing behind them surveying the battle (25). Once the player wipes out rioters 

or gets too close to the leader he will engage in combat. Once the riot leader starts 

to fight the Combine leader will try to engage the fight. If the combine leader is 

still barricade in, he will shoot the rpg at the door killing himself, but allowing the 

player to go and pick up the rpg. As for the riot leader, he will pursue the player 

relentlessly, but has strong enough armor that he can only be hurt by explosives. 

As such only grenades, rpgs, and throwing explosive barrels with the gravity gun 

will hurt him. Running into the leader with the buggy will cause it to explode. 

Once the riot leader is dead the player can go to the helicopter on the helipad and 

use it to escape thus finishing the level. Estimated playtime: 8-12 minutes 

Atmosphere: 

-Armory, this area is brightly lit with a flickering light in the back room 

highlighting the quartermaster’s corpse and creating an eerie sensation. The 

amount of items for the player should warn them about what’s to come. 

 -Hangar, this area is large and wide open. It is also open to the elements so 

the player should get a sense of freedom after running through tight hallways and 

close quarters fights. That being said the amount of enemies should cause the 

player to either play cautiously or run in, in a blaze of glory. 

Architecture: 

Very sci-fi oriented; lots of grey and black metal structures with appropriate 

landing pads and vehicles. Paint decals/detailing will bring them to life and make 

the space unique. Large pipes and support structures will come down from the 

sides and back to make it operate similar to a large overhang. 
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Reference: 
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Pick ups: 

-357 magnum 

-RPG 

-shield generator 

-pistol ammo 

-shotgun 

Asset List (with prop type): 

-desk (static) 

-railing (static) 

-locker (static) 

-helicopter (dynamic) 

-computer (physics) 

-keyboard (physics) 

-chairs (physics) 
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-trashcan (physics) 

-benches (physics) 

-door (rotating) 

Actors: 

-14 rioters 

-4 combine soldiers 

-5 zombies 
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Size Comparison 

 

This is all maps layered sequentially to give a sense of scale. 

 


